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Active Physics

Physics in Action

What Do You Think?
In contact sports, very large forces happen
during short time intervals.

• A football player runs toward the goal line, and a
defensive player tries to stop him with a head-on
collision.What factors determine whether the 
offensive player scores?

Record your ideas about this question in your Active
Physics log. Be prepared to discuss your responses with
your small group and the class.

For You To Do
1. You will stage a head-on collision 

between two matched bocci 
balls. Set up a launch ramp 

for one ball, and find a level area clear 
of obstructions nearby where 
the other bocci ball 
can be at rest.

GOALS
In this activity you will:

• Understand and apply the
definition of momentum.

• Conduct semiquantitative
analyses of the momentum of
pairs of objects involved in
one-dimensional collisions.

• Infer the relative masses of two
objects by staging and
observing collisions between
the objects.

Activity 7 Concentrating on Collisions

Moving bowling balls can
cause injury to people and property.
Be careful!
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Activity 7 Concentrating on Collisions

2. Temporarily remove the “target” bocci ball. Find a point of
release within the first one-fourth of the ramp’s total length
that gives the ball a slow, steady speed across the floor. Mark
the point of release on the ramp with a piece of tape.

3. Replace the target ball. Adjust the aim until a good
approximation of a head-on collision is obtained. Stage the
collision.

a) Record the results in your log. Use a diagram and words to
describe what happened to each ball.

4. Repeat the above type of collision, but this time move the
release point up the ramp to at least double the ramp distance.

a) Describe the results in your log.
b) How did the results of the collision change from the first

time?
c) Identify a real-life situation that this collision could

represent.

5. Arrange another head-on collision between the balls, but this
time have both balls moving at equal speeds before the
collision. Using a second, identical ramp, aim the second ramp
so that the second ball’s path is aligned with the first ball’s
path. Mark a release point on the second ramp at a height
equal to the mark already made on the first ramp. This should
ensure that the balls will have low, approximately equal speeds.
On a signal, two persons should release the balls
simultaneously from equal ramp heights.

a) Describe the results in your log.
b) Identify a real-life situation that this collision could

represent.
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6. Repeat Steps 1, 2, and 3, but replace the stationary bocci
ball with a nerf ball.

a) Be sure to write all responses, including identification of a
similar situation in real life, in your log.

7. Repeat Steps 1, 2, and 3, but in this case have the nerf ball
roll down the ramp to strike a stationary bocci ball.

a) Be sure to write all responses, including identification of a
similar situation in real life, in your log.

8. Using your observations, determine the relative mass of a
golf ball compared to a wiffle ball by staging collisions
between them.

a) Which ball has the greater mass? How many times more
massive is it than the other ball? Describe what you did to
decide upon your answer.

b) Use a scale or balance to check your result. Comment on
how well observing collisions between the balls worked as
a method of comparing their masses.

FOR YOU TO READ

Momentum

Taken alone, neither the masses nor the
velocities of the objects were important in
determining the collisions you observed in this
activity.The crucial quantity is momentum
(mass × velocity).A soccer ball has less mass
than a bocci ball, but a soccer ball can have the
same momentum as a bocci ball if the soccer
ball is moving fast.A soccer ball moving very
fast can affect a stationary bocci ball more than
a soccer ball moving very slowly.This is similar
to the damage small pieces of sand moving at
very high speeds can cause (such as when a
sand blaster is used to clean various surfaces).

Sportscasters often use the term momentum in
a different way.When a team is doing well, or
“on a roll,” that team has momentum.

A team can gain or lose momentum, depending
on how things are going.This momentum
clearly does not refer to the mass of the entire
team multiplied by the team’s velocity.

Other times, sportscasters use the term
momentum to mean exactly how it is defined 
in the activity (mass × velocity), when they say
things such as,“Her momentum carried her
out of bounds.”

Physics Words
momentum: the product
of the mass and the
velocity of an object;
momentum is a vector
quantity.
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Reflecting on the Activity and the Challenge

You already have identified several real-life situations that
involve collisions, and many such situations happen in sports.
Some involve athletes colliding with one another as in hockey
and football. Others cases include athletes colliding with
objects, such as when kicking a ball. Still others include
collisions between objects such as a golf club, bat, or racquet
with a ball. Some spectacular collisions in sports provide fun
opportunities for demonstrating your knowledge about
collisions during voice-over commentaries. Use the concept of
momentum when describing collisions in your sports video.

Physics To Go

1. Sports commentators often say that a team has momentum
when things are going well for the team. Explain the
difference between that meaning of the word momentum and
its specific meaning in physics.

2. Suppose a running back collides with a defending
linebacker who has just come to a stop. If both players have
the same mass, what do you expect to see happen in the
resulting collision?

3. Describe the collision of a running back and a linebacker of
equal mass running toward each other at equal speeds.
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4. Suppose that you have two baseball bats, a heavy (38-ounce)
bat and a light (30-ounce) bat.

a) If you were able to swing both bats at the same speed,
which bat would allow you to hit the ball the farthest
distance? Explain your answer.

b) How fast would you need to swing the light bat to produce
the same hitting effect as the heavy bat? Explain your
answer.

5. Why do football teams prefer offensive and defensive linemen
who weigh about 300 pounds?

6. What determines who will get knocked backward when a big
hockey player checks a small player in a head-on collision? 

7. A 100.0-kg athlete is running at 10.0 m/s. At what speed
would a 0.10-kg ball need to travel in the same direction so
that the momentum of the athlete and the momentum of the
ball would be equal?

8. Use the words mass, velocity, and momentum to write 
a paragraph that gives a detailed “before and after”
description of what happens when a moving shuffleboard
puck hits a stationary puck of equal mass in a head-on
collision.

9. Describe a collision in some sport by using the term
momentum. Adapt this description to a 15-s dialogue that
could be used as part of the voice-over for a video.
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